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Introduction
In this thesis, we study Reeb components with leafwise complex structure,
focusing especially on the symmetries of the real 3 and 5-dimensional cases.
Recall that a (p + 1)-dimensional Reeb component is a compact manifold
R = Dp S1 with a (smooth) foliation of codimension one, whose leaves are
@R = Sp 1  S1 and the graphs of f + c (c 2 R), where f : intDp ! R is
a smooth function such that limz!@Dp f(z) = +1. Here we identify R with
Dp  R=Z.
Foliations of codimension one with complex analytic leaves are drawing
attentions in several complex variables because it appears as the Levi foli-
ations of Levi at real hypersurfaces in complex manifolds. In general, a
real codimension one hypersurface M in a q-dimensional complex manifold
(Y; JY ) is said to be Levi-at if it is locally Stein or the codimension one dis-
tribution  = TM \ JY (TM) is integrable. Namely, M is smoothly foliated
by immersed complex manifolds of dimension q 1. A simple construction of
Hopf manifolds admits a Levi-at hypersurface, whose Levi foliation consists
of two Reeb components. This construction is generalized in Nemirovskii's
examples [Ne] (see Chapter 6 for the details). They have non-trivial linear
holonomy along toral leaves. On the other hand, Reeb components with at
holonomy appears in turbulization or in Dehn surgery (see Chapter 2 for the
details). In this thesis, we consider Reeb components with holonomy tangent
to the identity to the m-th (0  m  1) order at the boundaries.
In Chapter 4, we study the group of all leafwise holomorphic automor-
phisms of 3-dimensional Reeb components with leafwise complex foliations.
In particular, in the case where the Reeb component is obtained by the Hopf
construction, we determine the structure of the group. Main theorem is the
following.
Main Theorem 1 Let R be a 3-dimensional leafwise complex Reeb com-
ponent obtained by Hopf construction and ' 2 Di1([0;1)) the holonomy
tangent to the m-th (0  m  1) order at the boundary elliptic curve H. In
particular, the modulus of H is  1
2i
log , where  is a complex number such
that jj > 1. Then the group Aut R of leafwise holomorphic automorphisms
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of R is isomorphic to the semi-direct product
(K o Z')o Aut0H
where Aut0H is the identity component of the automorphism group of H,
Z' is the centralizer of ' in Di
1([0;1)) and K is the space of smooth
C-valued functions  on [0;1) satisfying the equation
(I) : ('(x)) = (x);  2 C1([0;1);C):
The space K of solutions to the equation (I) on [0;1) depends on the
tangency of '. If m = 0, i.e., ' is not tangent to the idnetiy, K is isomorphic
to C or f0g. If m > 0, i.e., ' is tangent to the identity, K coincides with
the space Z'; of solutions to (I) on (0;1). In particular, K is an innite
dimensional vector space. The proof of above claims is in Chapter 3. Key
points of the proof are the (in)nitely tangency of ', the formula of Faa
di Bruno, Sternberg's linearlization [St], Takens' normal forms [Ta], and a
classical theory on Fourier expansion of smooth periodic functions.
The centralizer Z' in Di
1([0;1)) is known to be fairly wild. Let Zr'
be the centralizer of ' in Di r([0;1)) (1  r  1). Then Zr' contains
the innite cyclic subgroup generated by '. Moreover, in the case of r = 1,
theorems by Szekeres [Sz] and Kopell [Kop] show that Z1' is a one-parameter
subgroup of Di 1([0;1)). For r  2, we obtain the following inclusions.
Z = f'n ; n 2 Zg  Zr'  Z1' = R
According to theorems by Sternberg and Takens, if ' is not innitely tangent
to the identity at the origin, then Z' = Z
1
' is isomorphic to R. On the other
hand, Sergeraert [Se] constructed a dieomorphism ' whose centralizer Z2' is
strictly contained in R and Eynard [Ey] constructed ' such that Zr' (r  2)
is a proper, dense and uncountable subgroup of R.
In the case of complex leaf dimension 2, the boundary leaf of a Reeb com-
ponent is called a primary Hopf surface. Kodaira [Ko1] classied the primary
Hopf surfaces into ve types and gave normal form in each case (Theorem
5.1). In Chapter 5, we compute the group of leafwise holomorphic automor-
phisms of 5-dimensional leafwise complex Reeb components with holonomy
innitely tangent to the identity for each type of the boundary Hopf surface
relying on the normal form and obtain the following.
Main Theorem 2 Let R be a 5-dimensional leafwise complex Reeb compo-
nent obtained by the Hopf construction and ' 2 Di1([0;1)) the holonomy
tangent to the identity to them-th (1  m  1) order at the boundary Hopf
surface H. Then Aut R admits a following sequence of extensions.
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1 ! Aut (R;H) ! Aut R ! Aut H ! 1;
0! K ! Aut (R;H) ! Z' ! 1
where Aut H is the automorphism group of H, Aut (R;H) is the kernel of
the restriction map from Aut R to Aut H and K is an innite dimensional
vector space depending on the normal form of H (see Theorem 5.9 and 5.11).
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Leafwise complex structure
Let M be a (2n + q)-dimensional smooth manifold, F a smooth foliation of
codimension q on M and p = 2n the dimension of leaves. We refer general
basics for foliation theory to [CC].
Denition 2.1 (Leafwise complex structure, cf. [MV]) (M;F) is said to be
equipped with a leafwise complex structure if (M;F) is given by a foliation
atlas f(U; )g such that (U) is an open set of CnRq and that in each
coordinate change
(U \ U) 3 (z; x) 7!    1 (z; x) = (w(z; x); y(x)) 2 (U \ U)
w is holomorphic with respect to z.
This denition is equivalent to that the foliation has complex structures
varying smoothly in transverse directions, i.e., the tangent bundle F to the
foliation F is equipped with a smooth integrable almost complex structure
J . We call (M;F ; J) a leafwise complex foliation.
Denition 2.2 (Leafwise holomorphic automorphism) Let (M;F ; J) be a
smooth foliated manifold with leafwise complex structure. A dieomorphism
f : M ! M is said to be a leafwise holomorphic smooth automorphism if
and only if it preserves the foliation and give rise to biholomorphic maps
between leaves. We denote by Aut (M;F ; J), or AutM for short, the group
of leafwise holomorphic smooth automorphisms of (M;F ; J).
In this thesis we are only concerned with foliations of codimension one. In
particular, our interest will be focused on Reeb components, especially of real
dimension 3 and 5, namely in the case of n = 1 and q = 1. As we see from
the examples of Nemirovskii [Ne] even a real analytic Levi-at hypersurface
in a complex manifold can admit Reeb components in its Levi foliation. In
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such a case, the holonomy along the toral boundary leaf can not be tangent
to the identity to the innite order.
Apart from Levi-ats, for example, if we perform a turbulization we easily
nd various leafwise complex foliations admitting Reeb components with
holonomy innitely tangent to the identity.
2.2 Reeb components with complex leaves
In this section we review a particular construction of Reeb component with
complex leaves and a process of turbulization which produces a new Reeb
component in a leafwise complex foliation.
In order to make pasting construction easier, we introduce the following
notions. Let (R;F ; J) (or R for short) be a Reeb component with leafwise
complex structure of complex leaf dimension n and (H; JH) be its boundary
leaf.
Denition 2.3 The Reeb component R has a tame boundary (or `R is
tame at boundary' for short, or even shorter `R is tame') with respect to a
product coordinate H  [0; ") of a collar neighborhood of H if it gives rise
to a smooth foliation with leafwise complex structure when it is pasted with
the product foliation (H  ( "; 0]; fH  fxg ; x 2 ( "; 0]g; JH) along their
boundary. Here each leaf H  fxg has the same complex structure as H
when identied with the natural projection. Namely, the Reeb component is
extended to the outside as a product foliation.
The notion of tameness was introduced in [MV].
Remark 2.4 If we forget the leafwise complex structure and consider the
same notion only as foliation of codimension one, it does not depend on
the choice of product coordinates on the positive side the tameness implies
exactly that the holonomy is tangent to the identity to the innite order. This
is because the set of expanding dieomorphisms of the half line [0;1) which
are innitely tangent to the identity is an open convex cone and invariant
under conjugation by any dieomorphism. Also remark that the tameness
depends only on the smooth projection of the collar neighborhood to the
boundary, which the product coordinate denes. If two projections have the
same innite jets on the boundary, the tameness notion coincides for the two.
Denition 2.5 The leafwise complex structure of a Reeb component R
is simple around boundary (or R has a simple complex structures around
boundary) if the boundary has a collar neighborhood U = H  [0; ") such
that the restriction of the projection U = H  [0; ") ! H to each leaf in U
is holomorphic
This notion should also be understood relative to the projection from a
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collar neighborhood to the boundary.
The notations of tameness and simpleness apply not only to Reeb com-
ponents but also to more general leafwise complex foliations of codimension
one with a compact leaf or a boundary leaf.
Clearly if a Reeb component has simple complex structures around the
boundary and the holonomy of the boundary leaf is innitely tangent to
the identity, it is tame with respect to the appropriate projection. The
tameness condition prohibits unexpected wild behavior around boundary. In
particular, in the case of complex leaf dimension = 1, it induces a strong
consequence due to Meersseman and Verjovsky.
2.2.1 Reeb component by Hopf construction
Let us present a particular construction of a Reeb component with leafwise
complex structure which is tame. If we remove the at condition on the
holonomy, it gives rise to more general Reeb components. These construc-
tions are a kind of folklore.
Construction 2.6 (Hopf construction) Let ' 2 Di1([0;1)) a dieo-
morphism of the half line satisfying '(x)   x > 0 for x > 0, namely the
origin is the unique expanding xed point. Also take a (local) biholomor-
phic dieomorphism G 2 Di hol(Cn; O) which is expanding. This implies
that for some small neighborhood D of the origin O with smooth boundary
G(intD)  D and lim
k! 1
Gk(D) = fOg. Now take U = [1k=1Gk(D)  Cn.
Then on ~R = U  [0;1) n f(O; 0)g  Cn  R, take the restriction ~F of the
product foliation fCn  fxgg together with the natural complex structure
on the leaves and a dieomorphism T = G  ' on U  [0;1) n f(O; 0)g.
Practically we take fairy simple dieomorphisms such as linear maps as G so
that U becomes the whole Cn. Then on the quotient R = ~R=T Z a foliation
F with leafwise complex structure is induced.
From the construction, it is simple around the boundary. If the holon-
omy is innitely tangent to the identity it is also tame with respect to the
coordinate in the construction.
The boundary U n fOg=GZ is a complex manifold which is a so called
Hopf manifold. In the case n = 1 it is an elliptic curve and the construction
is equivalent to the one with linear map as G.
Theorem 2.7 (Meersseman-Verjovsky, [MV]) Any tame Reeb component
with complex leaves of complex dimension 1 is isomorphic to one of those
given by the Hopf construction.
We present a couple extensions (variants) of the above construction.
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Construction 2.8 Let us take the product not with the half line but with
whole real line R. Let M and  2 Di1+ (R) be as follows.
 M = (U  R n f(O; 0)g)=T 0Z, T 0 = G ,
 x = 0 is an expanding unique xed point of .
M consists of two Reeb components and in exactly the same way as above a
foliation with leafwise complex structure is induced on M .
Note that in this and above construction, the holonomy of the toral leaf
is given by ' and . In these constructions, we can choose them so as to be
tangent to the identity at the origin to the innite order.
Construction 2.9 Let us take  as a simple linear expansion in order to
extend it to a biholomorphic expansion ~ 2 C. Note that R is an invariant
subspace. Fix the expansion ratio  > 1 and take the followings;
W = (U  C n f(O; 0)g)=T 00Z; T 00 = G ~; ~(z) = z (z 2 C);
M = (U  R n f(O; 0)g)=T 0Z; T 0 = G ; (x) = x (x 2 R):
W is an (n + 1)-dimensional Hopf manifold, M is its Levi-at real hyper-
surface with Levi foliation consisting of two Reeb components, and a unique
compact leaf is the Hopf manifold (U n fOg)=GZ of dimC = n.
Problem 2.10 The above result by Meersseman and Verjovsky poses the
following questions. We assume that the complex dimension of the leaves
is one. If two Reeb components with leafwise complex structures have the
same boundary holonomy and their boundary leaves are biholomorphic to
each other, are they isomorphic as leafwise complex foliations? Does there
exist a Reeb component with complex leaves which is not isomorphic to
a tame one but with holonomy innitely tangent to the identity? Or does
there exist one which is not isomorphic to any of those given by the Hopf con-
struction? The second form of question seems not dicult to have negative
answers. Anyway, those questions are asking what should be the complete
invariants to determine Reeb components without assuming the tameness.
Construction 2.11 We introduce one more construction, which is pre-
pared for turbuliazation. Take ~M = (CnR) n (fOgR0) and restrict the
product action T^ = G  	 to ~M , where 	 is an orientation preserving dif-
feomorphism of R which xes 0, expanding on R0 = [0;1), and contracting
on the negative side R0 = ( 1; 0], i.e. 	(x) > x for x < 0. On ~M we
take (the restriction of) the horizontal foliation ~F . Then take the quotient
(M;F ; JF) = ( ~M; ~F ; Jstd)=T^ Z.
The non-negative part is nothing but the Reeb component constructed in
2.6 regarding ' = 	jR0 . The non-positive side (N;G) = (M;F)jx0 remains
non-compact and is in fact a foliated R0-bundle with holonomy  = 	jR0 .
If we remove the boundary compact leaf fx = 0g from the non-positive
side (N;G), it is isomorphic to (Cn n fOg) S1. For a better description of
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turbulization process, we let this identication more precise. This is done by
embedding T^ in a 1-parameter family. Take a smooth curve Gt in GL(2;C)
and also a smooth curve  t in Di
1(R0) which is always tangent to the
identity to the innite order at x = 0, satisfying the following conditions.
 k =  
k (k 2 Z);  t+1 =    t (t 2 R); @ 
@t
> 0 (8x; t);
Gk = G
k (k 2 Z); Gt+1 = G Gt (t 2 R):
Then, xing (any) x0 < 0, x =  t(x0) gives a dieomorphism between
( 1; 0) (3 x) and R (3 t). Then the identication of (z; x) 2 (Cn n fOg)
R<0 with (w; t) 2 (Cn n fOg)  R by (z; w) = (Gt(w);  t(x0)) conjugates
T^ jx<0 into (w; t) 7! (w; t+ 1).
It is worth remarking that this identication gives rise to a partial com-
pactication of horizontally foliated manifold ((CnnfOg)S1; f(CnnfOg)
ftgg) by a Hopf manifoldN as a boundary leaf so as to obtain (N;G). Around
this boundary the structure is tame. If we take dieomorphisms  t innitely
tangent to the identity at the origin, we obtain a tame structure. Also on
the non-negative side, by taking similar family 't for ' = '1, we also obtain
a tame structure on the non-negative side.
2.2.2 Turbulization in L S1
Here we review a classical modication of a foliation of codimension one to
produce a (new) Reeb component, namely a turbulization. we start from a
standard situation.
Construction 2.12 Let (M;F) be a leafwise complex foliation of codimen-
sion one and assume that there is an embedded solid torus U = intD2nS1
on which the induced foliation is fintD2n  fgg and the induced complex
structure is also the canonical ones on each intD2n  fg = intD2n  Cn.
Let (w; t) denote the natural coordinate of U = intD2n  S1 where S1 is
regarded as R=Z and let U be the set removed fOgS1 from U . Using the
coordinate (w; t), U is identied with an open subset of the negative side of
Construction 2.11, together with leafwise complex foliations. Therefore we
can compactify this end with the Hopf manifold as in Construction 2.11 and
also if we add the positive part of Construction 2.11 we obtain a leafwise
complex foliated manifold without boundary with a new Reeb component.
For this construction, we can choose any of Gt,  t, and  as in Construction
2.11. The above process including adding the positive side is the leafwise
complex version of a turbulization. See also Figure 1 below.
2.2.3 General case
It is easy to nd a closed transversal to a foliation of codimension one, namely,
an embedded circle which is transverse to the foliation, unless the manifold
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is open and the foliation is too simple. If we do not regard the leafwise
complex structure, it is always possible to perform the turbulization in a
tubular neighborhood of the closed transversal. However, even with leafwise
complex structures, the situation is almost the same because of the following
fact, which also belongs to folklores.
Theorem 2.13 Let (M2n+1;F ; J) be a smooth leafwise complex foliation
of codimension one and K  M a closed transversal, namely there exists a
smooth embedding f : S1 ! M which is transverse to the foliation F with
its image f(S1) = K.
Then, there exists a tubular neighborhood U = K  intD2n such that
the restricted foliation (U;FU ; J jFU ) is isomorphic to the standard one (S1
intD2n;F0 = fftg  intD2ng; J0) and through this isomorphism, K is iden-
tied with S1  fOg.
In particular, we can perform the standard turbulization 2.12 in U.
This theorem follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 2.14 The group Di hol(Cn; O) of germs of holomorphic dieomor-
phisms of (Cn; O) which x the origin is pathwise connected.
The lemma immediately follows from the two facts that GL(n;C) is pathwise
connected and that such a germ with identical linear part can be joined by
a straight segment to the identity.
2.2.4 Dehn surgery in dim = 3 vs. higher dimensional
turbulization
In order to close the section, this subsection provides with some remarks
concerning the possibility of pasting the Reeb component in a dierent way
in a turbulization. In the rest of this section and in fact that of this thesis,
let us assume the holonomy 	 and thus accordingly ' and  as well to be
tangent to the identity to the innite order at the origin.
Remark 2.15 If we forget the leafwise complex structure and treat foli-
ations only as smooth objects, basically there are two ways to perform the
turbulization. The one has been already described above and is indicated
in Figure 1. For the other one we can reverse the top and bottom of the
Reeb component (Figure 2). This is because the cyclic (universal for n  2)
covering of the boundary leaf is R2n n fOg = S2n n fN;Sg and two ends
are exchangeable by a dieomorphism. However, as a complex manifold,
Cn nfOg has one convex end and one concave. For the case of leaf dimension
n is greater than 1, these two ends are not exchangeable. In particular, for
n  2, the turbulization for leafwise complex foliations can not change the
homotopy class of the tangent bundle.
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Note that for these arguments we have to pay attentions only to complex
structures of the boundary leaves, because we are dealing with at structures.
Figure 1 Figure 2
The leaves indicated with green lines are the boundary leaves of
Reeb components. If the reader imagine the axes of rotational
symmetries of the gures, they correspond to fOg  R+.
Remark 2.16 In the case of complex leaf dimension = 1, the `upside-
down' construction always works. Namely, in Construction 2.6, z $ z 1
always induces an biholomorphic map on the boundary elliptic curve.
If the boundary elliptic curve admits a complex multiplication, namely
nite but discrete symmetries of order 2, 3 or 4, removing the Reeb compo-
nent and pasting it back with one of those symmetries is a special kind of
Dehn surgeries.
More generally, in the turbulization, remove the Reeb component and
rst leave it. We prepare another Reeb component with a dierent complex
structure. If their boundaries match up through some dieomophism, we can
ll up the boundary with that Reeb component. In this way, a Dehn twist
corresponding to any element of the mapping class group M1 (= SL(2;Z))
of a 2-dimensional torus T 2 is realized for a closed transversal in a leafwise
complex codimension one foliation of n = 1.
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Chapter 3
Functional equations on at
functions
In this chapter some preliminaries for the determination of the automor-
phisms of a Reeb component concerning certain functional equations for at
functions which involve the holonomy dieomorphisms.
Let ' 2 Di1([0;1)) be a dieomorphism of the half line which is
tangent to the identity to the m-th (0  n  1) order at x = 0 and satises
'(x)   x > 0 for x > 0. Also we x a complex number  with jj > 1.
Let us consider the following (system of) functional equations on , 1 and
2 2 C1([0;1);C) concerning ' and . If  is a real number, we can
consider the same equations for 2 2 C1([0;1);R).
Equation (I) : ('(x)) = (x).
Equation (II) : 1('(x)) = 1(x) + 2(x); 2('(x)) = 2(x).
First consider these equations on (0;1). Then, Equation (I) has a lot
of solutions. In fact, if we x any solution  2 C1((0;1);C) which never
vanishes, i.e. (x) 6= 0 for x > 0, then each solution corresponds to a
smooth function on S1 = (0;1)='Z by taking  ! =. This gives a
bijective correspondence as vector spaces between the space Z = Z'; of
solutions to (I) on (0;1) and C1(S1;C).
Also take the space S = S'; of solutions to Equation (II) on (0;1). If
we assign 2 to a solution (1; 2) 2 S, we obtain the projection P2 : S ! Z.
Here the kernel of P2 is nothing but Z. We also see that the projection P2
is surjective because for any 2 2 Z
1(x) =
1
 log 
2(x) log 
(x)
gives a solution (1; 2) 2 S, where for log (x) any smooth branch can be
taken. Therefore, as a vector space, S has a structure such that
0 ! Z ! S ! Z ! 0
is a short exact sequence.
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3.1 Solutions for an innitely tangent dieo-
morphism
In this section, we determine the spaces of solutions to the equations (I) and
(II) for a dieomorphism ' which is innitely tangent to the identity at the
origin. Key points of solving the equations are the innite tangency of ' and
the formula of Faa di Bruno.
Theorem 3.1 ([HM]) 1) If ' is innitely tangent to the identity at x = 0,
any solution  2 Z extends to [0;1) so as to be a smooth function which is
at at x = 0, i.e. k-th jet satises jk(0) = 0 for any k = 0; 1; 2;    .
2) The same applies to any solution (1; 2) 2 S.
Remark 3.2 Let us consider the following system of functional equations
on 1 and 2 2 C1([0;1);C) concerning ',  and a non-zero constant c.
Equation (IIc) : 1('(x)) = 1(x) + c2(x); 2('(x)) = 2(x).
Let us take the space S(c) = S';(c) of solutions to Equation (IIc) on (0;1).
Then, by taking (1; 2) 7! (1; c2), S(c) is in one-to-one correspondence
with S. In particular, any solution (1; 2) 2 S(c) extend to [0;1) so as to
be smooth and at at x = 0 by Theorem 3.1.
In the rest of this section we prove the above theorem. In order to clarify
the strategy it might be suggested to the readers to check lim
x!+0
(x) = 0 and
lim
x!+0
0(x) = 0 i.e., for k = 0; 1, which are almost trivial, and then the the
second jet k = 2. Looking at the case k = 3 might make the roll of the
following lemma clearer.
Lemma 3.3 The n-th derivative f('(x))g(n) is written in the following
form for n 2 N.
f('(x))g(n) = ('0(x))n  (n)('(x)) +
n 1X
k=1
n;k  (k)('(x)) :
Here, n;k is an integral polynomial in '
0(x), '00(x),   , '(n)(x), without
constant term and no term is of monomial only in '0(x).
This lemma is easily seen by the induction, but in fact it is a corollary
to the well-known formula of Faa di Bruno (e.g. see [Ri], [Ro], or textbooks
on calculus). It is independent of our assumption on ' and is valid for any
composite functions. On the other hand the atness of ' at the origin implies
('0(x))n ! 1 and n;k ! 0 when x! 0 + 0.
Now let us prove 1) of Theorem 3.1. Let  be a solution to (I) on (0;1).
From the equation it is easy to see that (x)! 0 when x! 0 + 0.
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Now x any integer N . 0(x) ! 0 is also easy to see, but for higher
derivatives, in a natural estimate the lower derivatives are involved. Thus
the basic strategy is not to estimate the higher derivatives by induction on
the order, but to estimate them all together up to the xed order N .
From Equation (I) and the above lemma we have the following computa-
tion.
NX
n=1
j(n)(x)j = 1jj
NX
n=1
f('(x))g(n)
 1jj
NX
n=1
(
('0(x))n  j(n)('(x))j+
n 1X
k=1
jn;kj  j(k)('(x))j
)
 1jj
NX
k=1
 
('0(x))k +
NX
n=k+1
jn;kj
!
 j(k)('(x))j
As is remarked above, we know ('0(x))k ! 1 and PNn=k+1 jn;kj ! 0 when
x! 0. Therefore there exists bN > 0 such that for x 2 (0; bN ] we have
('0(x))k +
NX
n=k+1
jn;kj 
p
jj for k = 1; 2;    ; N:
This implies for any x 2 (0; bN ]
NX
n=1
j(n)(x)j  1pjj
NX
n=1
j(n)('(x))j:
Put M = maxfPNn=1 j(n)(x)j ; x 2 [bN ; '(bN)]g and dene mx 2 N for
x 2 (0; bN) so that 'mx 2 [bN ; '(bN)). Then, the above inequality implies
NX
n=1
j(n)(x)j M 
p
jj mx
for x 2 (0; bN). Because `x ! 0 + 0' is equivalent to `mx ! 1', we obtain
the convergence
(n)(x)! 0 (x! 0 + 0) for n = 1; 2;    ; N:
This completes the proof of 1).
Let us outline the proof of 2). We extend the basic strategy of the proof of
1) in the following sense. When we estimate the derivatives of 1, naturally
those of 2 are involved. Therefore we will estimate the derivatives of 1
and 2 all together up to a xed order N , even though the atness of 2 is
already proved in 1).
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First we x " > 0 so small that "  jj 54   jj is satised. Now take any
solution (1; 2) 2 S and put ~2 = " 12. Then instead of Equation (II), 1
and ~2 satisfy
Equation (~II) : 1('(x)) = 1(x) + "~2(x); ~2('(x)) = ~2(x):
Then, from (~II) we have
1('(x)) +
ei  "

~2('(x)) = 1(x) + e
i~2(x)
and consider the n-th derivatives of both sides. For any  2 R and n =
1;    ; N , we have
j(n)1 (x) + ei ~(n)2 (x)j 
1
jj

jf1('(x))g(n)j+ jj+ "jj jf
~2('(x))g(n)j

Because the right hand side is independent of , using the inequalityei  "
  jj+ "jj  jj 14 for any  2 R
we obtain
j(n)1 (x)j+ j~(n)2 (x)j 
1
jj 34

jf1('(x))g(n)j+ jf~2('(x))g(n)j

:
Applying Lemma 3.3 to 1('(x)) and to ~2('(x)) for n = 1;    ; N , from
the same argument as in 1) we obtain
NX
n=1

j(n)1 (x)j+ j~(n)2 (x)j

 1jj 14
NX
n=1

j(n)1 ('(x))j+ j~(n)2 ('(x))j

for x 2 (0; bN ], where bN is exactly the same as in the proof of 1). 
Now it is almost straight forward to generalize these facts to the following
case. Let (x) be a Cn-valued function on the open half line (0;1) and
consider the equation ('(x)) = A(x) where A = (aij) is an n n matrix
any of its eigenvalues has the absolute value greater than 1. Of course it is
enough to consider the case where A is a nontrivial Joran block, i.e. aij = 
for i = j, aij = 1 for i+ 1 = j, and aij = 0 otherwise.
Let Sn denote the set of solutions. For 1  l < n, Sl is naturally identied
with a quotient ft(n l+1    n) j t(1    n) 2 Sng of Sn. Each projection
Sl ! Sl 1 is surjective because the multiplication  1 log  is a linear right
inverse and its kernel coincides with Z. S1 is nothing but Z and S2 the above
S as well. Then the any  2 Sn extends to [0;1) by dening (0) = 0 and
is then at at x = 0.
The proof of this generalization is also easy and is left to the readers.
It appears if we deal with higher dimensional Reeb components, while it is
described mainly because of the curiosity, its easiness, and clarity.
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3.2 Solutions for a nitely tangent dieomor-
phism
In this section, we treat the case where a dieomorphism ' is tangent to the
identity only to a nite order. Namely, we assume
(i) '0(0) =  > 1,
or
(ii) '0(0) = 1; '00(0) =    = '(m 1)(0) = 0; '(m)(0) > 0 for some m 2 N.
The goal of this section is to determine the spaces of solutions to the equations
(I) and (II) under the condition (i) or (ii).
3.2.1 Normal forms due to Sternberg and Takens
In order to solve the equations, we review the works by Sternberg and by
Takens which play crucial roles.
Theorem 3.4 (Sternberg, [St]) Under the condition (i) there exists a dieo-
morphism h 2 Di1([0;1)) which conjugates ' into a linear dieomorphism
 (x) = x where  = '0(0). Namely,
 = h 1  '  h
holds.
Theorme 3.5 (Takens, [Ta]) Under the condition (ii) there exists a dif-
feomorphism h 2 Di1([0;1)) which conjugates ' into a dieomorphism
 2 Di1([0;1)) of the following polynomial type on [0; x1] (9x1 > 0)
 (x) = x+ xm + x2m 1 and  = h 1  '  h
where the coecient  2 R is determined by the (2m  1)-jet of ' at x = 0.
As the time one map of the ow generated by a vector eld
X = (x)
d
dx
; (x) = xm + ax2m 1 on [0; x2] (9x2 > 0)
for a 2 R is conjugated to x 7! x + xm + (a +m=2)x2m 1 near x = 0, there
also exists a dieomorphism u 2 Di1([0;1)) which conjugates ' into such
an exponential for a =  m=2, namely
expX = u 1  '  u
holds.
In both cases of (i) and (ii) we can assume that our ' is in such normal
forms. The results in two cases are quite dierent.
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3.2.2 Case (i): Linearizable holonomy
In the case (i) we have very few solutions to the equation (I).
Proposition 3.6 1) (Resonant case) If  = p is satised for some p 2 N,
then the solution  to the equation (I) on [0;1) is a monomial of order p.
Namely we have the 1-dimensional space K = fc  xp ; c 2 Cg of solutions.
2) (Non-resonant case) If no positive integer p 2 N satises  = p, the
there exists no solution (I) but (x)  0, and we have K = f0g.
Proof. From Sternberg's linearization theorem, we are allowed to assume
`'(x) = x' for some real number  > 1. Therefore the equation (I) takes
the following form.
(x) = (x) for x 2 [0;1):
Dierentiating this equation for arbitrary many times at x = 0, we see that
the Taylor expansion at x = 0 can be non-trivial only at the degree n =
log = log . Therefore in the resonant case, the possibility is (x) = c  xp +
f(x) where f is a at function on [0;1). Then, as c  xp is a solution to (I),
so is f . In the non-resonant case, only at function are not yet excluded.
However, in both cases, if we had a nontrivial at function f , it would con-
tradict as follows. Take x0 2 (0;1) with f(x0) 6= 0 and look at f( kx0) =
 kf(x0) for k 2 N. On the other hand, as f is at we have limx!0 f(x)=xl =
0 for any l 2 N. So large enough l ( j log = log j) gives rise to a contra-
diction. 
Remark 3.7 1) Above argument is nothing but the well-known proof for
the fact that weighted homogeneous functions which are smooth at the origin
is an monomial.
2) For the equation (II), of course in the non-resonant case we only have
(0,0) as a solution. In the resonant case, only (1; 2) = (c xp; 0) is possible.
So the space of solutions is one dimensional.
3.2.3 Case (ii): Higher order tangency
Let us consider the case (ii). Thanks to Takens' theorem, it is allowed to
assume the holonomy ' is of the form
' = expXm;a; X = m;a(x)
d
dx
; m;a(x) = x
m + ax2m 1 on [0; x0]
for some m  2, a 2 R, and x0 > 0.
The method employed in Section 3.1 seems not to work in this case. So
we adopt a dierent way which consists of two steps.
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First we modify the functional equation into an ordinary dierential equa-
tion for each choice of log  2 C. Of course we have the ambiguity of 2iZ
(i =
p 1) in xing log  2 C so that we have countably many OED's for of
which the space of solutions is of dimC = 1.
Next we take the some of these solutions for a  and obtain the complete
space of solutions of (I). This process is nothing but the Fourier expansion
of the solution of (I).
Theorem 3.8 ([HM]) 1) If ' = expXm;a is as above, any solution  2 Z
extends to [0;1) so as to be a smooth function which is at at x = 0.
2) The same applies to any solution (1; 2) 2 S.
Step 1. Let  be one of the values of log  so that e = . We consider
the following ordinary equation on (0;1) instead of (I).
(I ) : 0(x) = 
m;a(x)
(x)
This is of course equivalent to the following ODE in the variable t.
d
dt

t=0
(exp(tXm;a)(x)) =   (x)
Therefore any solution  is presented as (exp(tXm;a)(x0)) = e
t  (x0) =
C et for a constant C 2 C. It is also clear that  satises the equation (I) on
(0;1). In the variable x,  is presented as (x) = C  exp


R x
x0
1
m;a(x)

dx.
In particular on (0; x0), we have
(x) = C  exp

(R + il)
Z x
x0
1
xm(1 + axm 1)
dx

where we choose and x a branch of log  to be R + i0 where the real
part R = j log j is positive. Then other general branches  are given as
 = R + il, l = 0 + 2l for l 2 Z. It is easy to compute the integration
but we only need to remark that for some  > 0 and any x 2 (0; ) we haveZ x
x0
1
xm(1 + axm 1)
dx
   12x
 :
Theorem 3.9 ([HM]) The solution (x) to (I-) is extended to [0;1) as
(0) = 0, and then (x) is smooth and at at x = 0.
Proof. The derivative of  of any order k is multiplication of  and some
rational function in the variable x. Therefore for any k 2 N we have
j(k)(x)j  ja rational functionj  exp

  1
2x

! 0 (x! 0)
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which suces to show the smoothness and atness of  at x = 0. 
In the next step we will need to take a slightly closer look at those rational
functions.
Now for each l 2 Z, let hli denote the solution to the homogeneous linear
ODE (I-(R + il)) of the rst order which satises hli(x0) = 1 and it is
taken that hli is extended to [0;1) as above. So far we have obtained the
followings.
Proposition 3.10 The vector space over C spanned by hli's (l 2 Z) is
contained in the space of smooth solutions of the functional equation (I) for
. It is also contained in Z';.
Step 2. By taking appropriate completion of the span of hli's (l 2 Z), we
show that Z'; coincides with the space of all solutions to (I) (Theorem 3.8).
First we make the correspondence between Z'; and C1(S1;C) clearer.
Take h0i as  in dening the correspondence. Also take t-coordinate instead
of x 2 (0;1) by putting x 2 exp(tXm;a)(x0) (t 2 R) and regard
(t) =
(exp(tXm;a)(x0))
h0i(exp(tXm;a)(x0))
as the element of C1(S1;C) where S1 is regarded as R=Z. From direct
computation we see
hli(t) = e2lti for l 2 Z
so that hli's (l 2 Z) form a Fourier basis for C1(S1;C). The following well-
know fact well ts into our situation.
Theorem 3.11 (see e.g. [Ka]) The innite sum with coecients cl 2 C
1X
l= 1
cl  ei
denes a smooth function on  2 S1 = R=2Z if and only if the sequence of
coecients fckgk2Z is rapidly decreasing, namely it satises
1X
l= 1
jljdjclj <1 for any d 2 N:
Therefore any  2 Z'; is given as an innite sum
 =
1X
l= 1
cl  hli
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with a rapidly decreasing sequence of coecients fckgk2Z is smooth and at
at x = 0.
Now we investigate the derivatives of hli(x) in slightly more detail. Recall
that n, a, and  are already xed.
Lemma 3.12 For k 2 N and j = 1;    ; k, there exists a xed polynomial
Qk;j(x) which satises on (0; x0)

(k)
hli (x) =
(
1
P (x)k
kX
j=1
Qk;j(x)(R + il)
j
)
hli(x); P (x) = xm + ax2m 1
and Qk;j(x) is a linear combination of multiplications of (k j)-many of P (x),
P 0(x),    , P (k j)(x), with total degree of dierentiation (k   j).
For example, Qk;k(x) = 1, Qk;k 1(x) =
k(1 k)
2
P 0(x), and so on. The lemma is
easily proved by induction on k.
Let us develop (R + il)
j into a polynomial of l as follows.
(R + il)
j = (R + i(0 + 2l))
j =
jX
d=0
Rj;dl
d
Here the constants Rj;d (j 2 N, d = 0,    , j) are determined by R and 0
Proof of Theorem 3.9. For a rapidly decreasing sequence
fckgk2Z with
1X
l= 1
jljdjclj =Md <1 for 8d 2 N [ f0g
take (x) =
P1
l= 1 cl  hli(x). Then we have the following estimate;
j(k)(x)j =

1X
l= 1
cl  (k)hli (x)

=

1X
l= 1
cl 
(
1
P (x)k
kX
j=1
Qk;j(x)(R + il)
j
)
hli(x)


 1P (x)k


kX
j=1
Qk;j(x)
1X
l= 1
cl
 
jX
d=0
Rj;dl
d
!
hli(x)

=
 1P (x)k


kX
j=1
jX
d=0
Qk;j(x)Rj;d
 1X
l= 1
cl  ld
!
hli(x)


( 1P (x)k
 kX
j=1
jX
d=0
jQk;j(x)jjRj;djMd
)
jh0i(x)j ! 0 (x! 0 + 0)
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because the last f   g is a rational function when x is close to 0. Also this
computation shows the validity of the rst equality. 
For the equation (II), the smoothness and atness of  log h0i for a solu-
tion  to (I) follow from more or less the same arguments, because
log h0i(x) = (R + i0)
Z x
x0
1
P (x)
dx
= (R + i0)
Z x
x0
1
xm(1 + axm 1)
dx
= (R + i0)
Z x
x0

1
xm
  a
x
+
a2xm 2
1 + axm 1

dx
=
(R + i0)
m  1
  1
xm 1
  a(m  1)  log x+ a  log(1 + axm 1)
x
x0
=
(R + i0)
m  1
  1
xm 1
  a  log xm 1 + a  log(1 + axm 1)

+ C0
=
(R + i0)
m  1
  1
xm 1
+ a  log

1
xm 1
+ a

+ C0
where C0 2 C is a constant.
Remark 3.13 Any solution (1; 2) of simultaneous ordinary dierential
equations
(II  ) :
8>>><>>>:
01(x) =

(x)
1(x) +
1

2(x) (1)
02(x) =

(x)
2(x) (2)
satises the equation (II) on (0;1). In fact, for a solution 2 to (2),
1(x) =
1
 log 
2(x) log 2(x)
is a solution of (1), where for log 2 for any smooth branch can be taken.
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Chapter 4
Symmetries of 3-dimensional
Reeb component
In this chapter we compute and the group of automorphisms of a Reeb com-
ponent of dimension 3 which is given by a Hopf construction. In order to x
notations, we present our objects again. Let ~R be C  [0;1) n f(0; 0)g and
take a dieomorphism ' 2 Di1([0;1)) which is tangent to the identity to
the innite order at x = 0 and satises '(x) x > 0 for x > 0. Let T denote
dieomorphism of ~R given by T = G  ' where G is the linear expansion
of C dened as the multiplication by  2 C with jj > 1. Then we obtain a
Reeb component (R;F ; J) = ( ~R; ~F ; Jstd)=T Z as the quotient, as well as the
boundary elliptic curve H = C n f0g=GZ. Here, the leaves of the foliation
~F = fCfxg ; x > 0gtfCf0g g are equipped with the standard complex
structure Jstd and the leafwise complex structure of F is induced by ~F .
4.1 Lift of ~R and restriction to H
Let us consider the group Aut (R;F ; J), or Aut R for short, of all foliation
preserving dieomorphisms of R whose restriction to each leaf is holomorphic.
Also we consider the group of holomorphic dieomorphisms Aut H of the
boundary elliptic curve H as well as its identity component Aut0H which
is isomorphic to a 2-dimensional real torus T 2 and can be identied with H
itself.
Proposition 4.1 The image of the restriction map rH : Aut R! Aut H is
exactly Aut0H.
Proof. If we regard Aut H=Aut0H as a subgroup of SL(2;Z), in most cases
it is just fEg where E denotes the identity matrix. In a few cases where the
elliptic curve H admits complex multiplications, they are of order 3, 4, or of
6 and a kind of `rotations' on the universal covering, i.e., elliptic matrices in
SL(2;Z). In any of those cases, no element in AutH nAut0H preserves the
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direction of holonomy and thus none extends to R as a foliation preserving
dieomorphism.
On the other hand, any element in Aut0H is obtained as the quotient of
the scalar multi plication ma : C ! C by some non-zero complex number
a. The automorphism ma  idR0 of ~R clearly descends to R and denes an
element in Aut R. 
By this proposition, the study of the structure of Aut R breaks into parts,
that of the kernel Aut (R;H) of rH and Aut0H.
Now it is easier to look at the lifts of automorphisms on ~R. Any element
f 2 Aut R has a lift ~f 2 Aut ( ~R; ~F ; Jstd) (= Aut ~R) which takes the form
~f(z; x) = ((z; x); (x))
in C  R0-coordinate. A lift ~f should commutes with the covering trans-
formation T , because, T  ~f = ~f  T k for some k 2 Z but it is easy to see
that k = 1 when it is restricted to the boundary. Therefore an element in
Aut ~R is a lift of some element in Aut R if and only if it commutes with T .
Let Aut( ~R;T ) denote the centralizer of T in Aut ~R, namely, the group of all
such lifts. It contains an abelian subgroup fma idR0 ; a 2 Cg = C. This
subgroup injectively descends to a subgroup of Aut R which restricts exactly
to Aut0H = C=Z. It is important to remark that whether if Aut0H admits
a homomorphic section is not a trivial question. Postponing this question
until the end of this chapter, we go on an easier way.
Let us introduce one more subgroup Aut( ~R; ~H;T ) of Aut( ~R;T ) which
consists of all elements which act trivially on the boundary ~H. Any element
f 2 Aut (R;H) has a unique lift to an element ~f 2 Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) Namely,
Corollary 4.2 Aut (R;H) is isomorphic to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ).
Again, let us present an element g 2 Aut ~R in the form g(z; x) = ((z; x); (x)).
Lemma 4.3 The element g belongs to Aut ( ~R;T ) if and only if it satises
the following conditions.
1) (z; x) = az + b(x), b(0) = 0 for some b 2 C1([0;1);C) and a 2 C.
2) b('(x)) = b(x).
3) '   =   ', namely,  2 Z' = the centralizer of ' in Di1([0;1)).
Furthermore, g belongs to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) if and only if the above conditions
are satised with a = 1.
Proof. Let us rst show the only if direction, then the if direction will
become almost trivial.
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Assume g 2 Aut( ~R;T ). (z; x) is smooth and holomorphic in z. If x
is xed, (  ; x) : C  fxg ! C  f'(x)g is an holomorphic automorphism
even in the case where x = 0 because the origin is an removable singularity,
it is a linear map with non-trivial linear term. Therefore it is written in
the following form; (z; x) = a(x)z + b(x) where a; b 2 C1([0;1);C) with
a(x) 6= 0 and b(0) = 0. These also apply to elements in Aut ~R.
Now look at the commutation relation with T . `g  T = T  g' implies
(a('(x))z + b('(x)); ('(x)) = (a(x)z + b(x); '((x))) :
Thus we obtain 2) and 3). This also tells us that a('(x)) = a(x), so that for
any x  0 we have a(x) = lim
n!1
a(' n(x)) = a(0) and 1) is concluded.
For g 2 Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) we just need to conrm that a = 1. 
By this lemma, an element g 2 Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) admits a presentation g(z; x) =
(z + b(x); (x)) (b(0) = 0). Note that the rst component is an isomorphism
from C to C so that it is identical on the boundary implies that the linear
term is identical regardless to x. Therefore taking the vertical component
 2 Z' of g, we obtain a surjective homomorphism P : Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) Z'.
Apparently  7! g = (idC; ) is a right inverse of this surjection. Let K denote
the kernel of P . Then K consists of g(z; x) = (z + (x); x) such that  is a
smooth C-valued function on [0;1) satisfying the equation ('(x)) = (x).
Corollary 4.4 1) Aut R is naturally isomorphic to Aut ( ~R;T )=T Z.
2) K is isomorphic to the space of smooth C-valued functions on [0;1)
satisfying Equation (I) in Chapter 3.
4.2 Centralizer of ' in Di 1([0;1))
In general, the centralizer Z' of ' in Di
1([0;1)) is known to be fairy wild
(see [Ey]). Under our assumption on ' it is known that there exists a unique
C1-vector eld X' = (x)
d
dx
on the half line [0;1), which is of class C1 on
(0;1), in such a way that the exponential map expX' (namely the time one
map of the generated ow) coincides with ' (see [Sz] and [Nav]). This vector
eld is often called the Szekerez vector eld of '. If the Szekerez vector eld
X' is of class C
1 on [0;1), namely  is C1-at at x = 0, then the centralizer
Z' coincides with the 1-parameter family fexp(tX') = 't ; t 2 Rg generated
by X'.
In general case, using the order of real numbers, the centralizer Z' turns
out to be a totally ordered abelian group which contains f'Zg = Z. Therefore
it is uniquely identied with a certain subgroup of the additive group R under
the identication f'Zg = Z. Depending on ', Z' can be Z, Q, or e.g. ZZ
where  is a Liouville number [Ey], or far more complicated. The topology
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on Z' through this identication with natural topology of R coincides with
the one induced from the C0-topology on Di1([0;1)).
Furthermore, if ' is nitely tangent to the identity at the origin, Sternberg
for the case (i) and Takens for (ii) in Section 3.2 showed that ' is the time one
map of the ow generated by a smooth vector eld X on [0;1) (see Theorem
3.4 and 3.5) and therefore Z' is the set of exponential maps fexp(tX) ; t 2
Rg = R.
We should also remark that any element of Z' is tangent to the identity
at the origin to the innite order.
At present it is not known whether if Z' = R implies the smoothness of
X' at x = 0.
4.3 Structure of Aut R
Upon all the previous preparations we are able to describe the structure of
AutR as follows.
Proposition 4.5 Let R be a 3-dimensional leafwise complex Reeb com-
ponent obtained by the Hopf construction as indicated in the beginning of
this chapter. The group Aut R of automorphisms of the Reeb component R
admits a following sequence of extensions by abelian groups,
1 ! Aut (R;H) ! Aut R ! Aut0H ! 1;
0 ! Z'; ! Aut (R;H)! Z' ! 1
where Aut0H = C=Z is represented by the constant linear part a described
in Lemma 4.3, Z' is the centralizer of ' which is explained in the previous
subsection, and Z'; is an innite dimensional vector space described in
Section 3 which is the set of functions b in Lemma 4.3.
The following can be regarded as a corollary to the arguments already done
up to the previous section, in particular to those done on the space Z'; in
the previous chapter.
Corollary 4.6 If we paste H  ( "; 0] to R along the boundary H, any
element of Aut R extends to the other side, being the identity on H( "; 0],
as a dieomorphisms of class C1.
The rst step of the extensions is obtained looking at the action on the
boundary, and once we assume that the action on the boundary is trivial,
the second extension is obtained by looking at the action on the vertical line
f0g  R0. We can interpret it as an action on the leaf space. However,
the rst extension does not yield non-abelian group. Using the identication
Aut R = Aut ( ~R;T )=T Z in Corollary 4.4, we obtain a better description not
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only from the above point of view but also from that of the question whether
if the restriction map rH : Aut R ! Aut0H admits a homomorphic section.
Note that Z' admits a section to Aut (R;H)  Aut R.
An element f 2 Aut ( ~R;T )=T Z admits a presentation f(z; x) = (az +
b(x); (x)) up to T Z where T (z; x) = (az; '(x)). Therefore ignoring b(x)
from this presentation and assigning f 7! (a; ) (mod (; ')Z), we obtain a
surjective homomorphism Aut ( ~R;T )=T Z  (CZ')=(; ')Z to an abelian
group. Also, by setting b(x) = 0, we see this abelian group can be realized
as a subgroup of Aut ( ~R;T )=T Z. This enables us to describe the structure of
Aut R as follows.
Theorem 4.7 ([HM]) The automorphism group Aut R = Aut ( ~R;T )=T Z is
isomorphic to the semi-direct product
Z'; o (C  Z')=(; ')Z
where a 2 C acts on b 2 Z'; by multiplication b(x) 7! a 1b(x), i.e., the
conjugation in the ane transformations of each leaf, and  2 Z' acts by
b(x) 7! b((x)).
Proof. Let us only verify the action of a. The conjugation by the multipli-
cation by a is [z 7! z + b(x)] 7! [z 7! a 1(az + b(x)) = z + a 1b(x)]. 
To close this section, consider the liftability of Aut0H to Aut R. This is
nothing but the liftability of the surjective homomorphism
(C  Z')=(; ')Z  C=Z :
Here we assume the continuity of splitting, otherwise the question should
include thinking about non-continuous homomorphisms R! R with 1 7! 1.
If the centralizer Z' is the total of R, it implies Z' is a C0-family of 1-
parameter subgroup ft ; t 2 Rg in Di1([0;+1)) with ' = 1. Then we
obtain easily a lift dened as
a (modZ) 7! (a; t(a)) (mod (; ')Z) ; t(a) = log jaj
log jj :
The converse is almost the same. If we have a continuous lift toAut ( ~R;T )=T Z,
choose a value of log  and look at the lift of a circle subgroup et log  (0 
t  1) to a continuous path in Aut ( ~R;T ) starting from the identity. Then its
projection to Z' gives rise to a 1-parameter family in Z' starting from the
identity which ends at '. If this curve is smooth, it implies that the Szekeres
vector eld X' of ' is smooth. Thus we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.8 ([HM]) The restriction map rH : Aut R ! Aut0H admits a
continuous [resp. smooth] homomorphic section if and only if the centralizer
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Z' is isomorphic to R as an ordered abelian group [resp. the Szekeres vector
eld X' is smooth].
Moreover in this case, Aut R admits a structure of semi-direct product of
two abelian groups as follows.
Aut R = Z'; o (Aut0H  Z'):
Remark 4.9 If the holonomy ' is tangent to the identity to nite order, the
centralizer Z' is isomorphic to R. Then the restriction map rH : Aut R !
Aut0H splits smoothly. By Proposition 3.6, Theorem 3.8 and 4.8, we obtain
the following corollary.
Corollary 4.10 1) If the holonomy ' satises the condition (i) in Section
3.2, the automorphism group Aut R is a solvable Lie group of dimension 3 or
5, depending on the resonance condition, log = log  62 N or 2 N. Namely,
Aut R =
(
(C  R)=(; ')Z if log = log  62 N
Co

(C  R)=(; ')Z	 if log = log  2 N
2) If ' satises the condition (ii) in Section 3.2, Aut R admits a structure
of semi-direct product of two abelian groups as follows.
Aut R = Z'; o

(C  R)=(; ')Z	
4.4 Reeb foliations
The automorphism group of a leafwise complex foliation on a closed 3-
manifold which consists of two Reeb components is now easy to compute.
Let R'; be the Reeb component which we dealt with in the beginning
of this chapter. For another dieomorphims  2 Di1([0;1)) which is also
expanding and tangent to the identity at the origin to the innite order and
another constant  2 C with jj > 1, take the Reeb component R ; and let
R ; denote the mirror of R ;, namely the one which we obtain by reversing
the the transverse orientation. It is done by replacing x with  x in the Hopf
construction.
For example if  =  we can paste R'; and R ; along the common
boundary H = C=Z by the identity of H to obtain a leafwise complex
foliation on S2S1. In general, according to the pasting element 2 SL(2;Z)
we can choose appropriately  and  and paste them. The foliation on S3
obtained in such a way is called the Reeb foliation.
Corollary 4.6 yields the following results.
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Theorm 4.11 Let (M;F ; J) be a leafwise complex foliation which is ob-
tained by pasting R'; and R ;. Then its group of automorphism is natu-
rally isomorphic to the bre product of Aut R'; and Aut R ; with respect
to Aut0H.
If the centralizer Z is isomorphic to R as an ordered abelian group, then
Aut R'; is continuously realized as a subgroup in the resulting group of au-
tomorphisms.
Theorem 4.12 If (M3;F1; J1) is obtained from (M3;F0; J0) by turbuliza-
tion along a closed transversal and the resulting Reeb component is isomor-
phic to Aut R';, the group Aut(M
3;F1; J1) naturally contains a subgroup
which is isomorphic to Aut (R';; H).
Remark 4.13 In both of above theorems, the automorphism group con-
tains an innite dimensional vector space Z or one more copy and can be
incomplete when the holonomy is not nice. Thus even in the case of closed
manifolds, the automorphism group of leafwise complex foliation can be fairy
large and wild. This makes a clear contrast between the study of leafwise
complex foliations and that of compact complex manifolds or that of moduli
space of leafwise complex foliations with some compactness properties such
as tameness.
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Chapter 5
Symmetries of 5-dimensional
Reeb component
In this chapter we compute the group of automorphisms of a Reeb component
of dimension 5 which is given by a Hopf construction like in the case of
complex leaf dimension 1.
5.1 Hopf surfaces
Let W be the domain C2 n fOg. A compact complex surface is called a Hopf
surface if its universal covering is biholomorphic to W . In particular, a Hopf
surface whose fundamental group is innite cyclic is called a primary Hopf
surface. Kodaira classied primary Hopf surfaces in [Ko1, 2].
Theorem 5.1 (Kodaira [Ko1, 2]) 1) Any primary Hopf surface is a quo-
tient space W=GZ of W with respect to an innite cyclic group GZ = hGi
generated by a complex analytic automorphism G : W ! W of the form
G(z1; z2) = (z1 + z
p
2 ; z2), where p is a positive integer and ; ;  are
complex numbers satisfying jj  jj > 1 and (  p) = 0.
2) A compact complex surface S is biholomorphic to a primary Hopf surface
if and only if it is dieomorphic to S3  S1.
5.2 5-dimensional Reeb components
Let ~R be C2 [0;1) n f(O; 0)g and ~F = fC2fxg ; x > 0gt fW f0gg be
the foliation on ~R with the standard leafwise complex structure Jstd. Let T
be a dieomorphism of ~R given by
T (z1; z2; x) = (G ')(z1; z2; x) = (z1 + zp2 ; z2; '(x))
where p is a positive integer, ; ;  are complex numbers as in Theorem
5.1 and ' 2 Di1([0;1)) is a dieomorphism of the half line satisfying
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'(x)  x > 0 for x > 0. Then the quotient R = ~R=T Z has a foliation F with
leafwise complex structure induced by ~F . The boundary H = W=GZ is a
primary Hopf surface, and the holonomy along H coincides with '.
Let (R;F ; J) be a 5-dimensional leafwise complex Reeb component with
holonomy ' tangent to the identity to the innite order at the origin and
satises '(x)   x > 0 for x > 0. Any element f 2 Aut R has a lift ~f 2
Aut ( ~R; ~F ; Jstd) (= Aut ~R) which takes the form
~f(z1; z2; x) = (1(z1; z2; x); 2(z1; z2; x); (x))
in C2  R0-coordinate. A lift ~f should commutes with the covering trans-
formation T , because, T  ~f = ~f T k for some k 2 Z but it is easy to see that
k = 1 when it is restricted to the boundary. Therefore, an element in Aut ~R
is a lift of some element in Aut R if and only if it commutes with T . Let
Aut ( ~R;T ) denote the centralizer of T in Aut ~R. Then we obtain the claim
as Corollary 4.4.
Proposition 5.2 Aut R is naturally isomorphic to Aut ( ~R;T )=T Z.
5.3 Automorphism groups of Hopf surfaces
Let Aut H be the group of holomorphic automorphisms of a primary Hopf
surface H. For any element h 2 Aut H, there is a lift ~h 2 Aut ~H of h such
that it commutes with G because ~H is the universal covering of H. Let
Aut ( ~H;G) denote the centralizer of G in Aut ~H. Then, Aut H is naturally
isomorphic to Aut ( ~H;G)=GZ. Moreover, by Hartogs' theorem, ~h is extended
to an element of the group Aut (C2; fOg) of all automorphisms of C2 xing
the origin. The automorphism ~h idR0 of ~R clearly commutes with T and
denes an element in Aut R. Consequently, we obtain the following.
Proposition 5.3 The restriction map rH : Aut R! Aut H is surjective.
Let Aut (R;H) denote the kernel of rH . Similarly as in the case of complex
leaf dimension 1, by this proposition, the study of the structure of Aut R
breaks into two parts, that of Aut (R;H) and Aut H.
Namba [Na] determined the centralizer of G in Aut (C2; fOg) and the
automorphism group of H in the case where G is linear, namely in the cases
1) - 4) below. The following classication 1) - 5) easily follows from Kodaira's
result (Theorem 5.1).
Theorem 5.4 An element F 2 Aut ~H belongs to Aut ( ~H;G) if and only if
it is described in the following form.
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1) If  = 0 and  = ,
F (z1; z2) = (az1 + bz2; cz1 + dz2); a; b; c; d 2 C; ad  bc 6= 0:
2) If  = 0 and  = p for some integer p  2,
F (z1; z2) = (az1 + bz
p
2 ; dz2); a; b; d 2 C; ad 6= 0:
3) If  = 0 and  6= m for any m 2 N,
F (z1; z2) = (az1; dz2); a; d 2 C; ad 6= 0:
4) If  6= 0 and  = ,
F (z1; z2) = (az1 + bz2; az2); a; b 2 C; a 6= 0:
5) If  6= 0 and  = p for some integer p  2,
F (z1; z2) = (a
pz1 + bz
p
2 ; az2); a; b 2 C; a 6= 0:
Remark 5.5 The case 5) is proven in the same way as the case 4). It is
also obtained by computing Aut ( ~R;T ) like Case 5 in Section 5.4.2.
Corollary 5.6 The group Aut ( ~H;G) is isomorphic to the following.
1) If  = 0 and  = , Aut ( ~H;G) = GL(2;C).
2) If  = 0 and  = p for some integer p  2, Aut ( ~H;G) = Co (CC).
3) If  = 0 and  6= m for any m 2 N, Aut ( ~H;G) = C C  GL(2;C).
4) If  6= 0 and  = , Aut ( ~H;G) = Co C  GL(2;C).
5) If  6= 0 and  = p for some integer p  2, Aut ( ~H;G) = Co C.
5.4 Structure of Aut (R;H)
Here we determine the kernel Aut (R;H) of the restriction map rH . Let
Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) be the subgroup of Aut ( ~R;T ) which consists of all elements
which act trivially on the boundary ~H. Any element f 2 Aut (R;H) has a
unique lift to an element in Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ). Namely,
Proposition 5.7 Aut (R;H) is isomorphic to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ).
So from now on we compute Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) instead of Aut (R;H). Let us
present an element g 2 Aut ~R in the form
g(z1; z2; x) = (1(z1; z2; x); 2(z1; z2; x); (x))
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where j : ~R ! C is holomorphic in z's ( = 1; 2) and smooth in x for
j = 1; 2, and  2 Di1([0;1)). As noted in Proposition 5.2, Aut ( ~R;T )
exactly consists of elements that commute with T . Hence, g belongs to
Aut ( ~R;T ) if and only if it satises the following conditions.
Condition (L) :
1(z1 + z
p
2 ; z2; '(x)) = 1(z1; z2; x) + 2(z1; z2; x)
p (L1)
2(z1 + z
p
2 ; z2; '(x)) = 2(z1; z2; x) (L2)
Condition (T) :
  ' = '  ; namely;  belong to the centralizer of ' inDi1([0;1)):
Furthermore, g belongs to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) if and only if the above condi-
tions are satised with 1(z1; z2; 0) = z1 and 2(z1; z2; 0) = z2. For known
facts on the structure of Z', see Section 4.2 and the references therein.
By assigning  to an element g 2 Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ), we obtain the projection
P : Aut ( ~R; ~H;T )! Z'. Then, we obtain a short exact sequence
0 ! K ! Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) P! Z' ! 1
where K is the kernel of P .
If x = 0, for j = 1; 2, j(; 0) is a holomorphic function on ~H = C2 n fOg.
Since the origin is a removable singularity, j(  ; 0) is extended to the holo-
morphic function on C2 with j(O; 0) = 0. We expand j in the power series
of z1 and z2 at the origin:
j(z1; z2; x) =
X
k; l 0
ajkl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 (j = 1; 2) (5:1)
where ajkl 2 C1([0;1);C) (k; l = 0; 1; 2;    ) and aj00(0) = 0.
We can redescribe Condition (L) by using ajkl 's. If g belongs toAut (
~R; ~H;T ),
then we have
a110(0) = a
2
01(0) = 1; a
1
01(0) = a
2
10(0) = 0;
ajkl(0) = 0 (j = 1; 2; k + l  2): (5:2)
In the rest of this section, we devote to the determining 1 and 2 satisfying
Condition (L).
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Diagonal case ( = 0)
Assume  = 0. We consider three cases separately.
Case 1.  = 0 and  = .
In this case, Condition (L) is written as
(Lj) j(z1; z2; '(x)) = j(z1; z2; x) (j = 1; 2)
By using the series expansion (5.1) of j, we rewrite (Lj) asX
k; l 0
k+lajkl('(x))z
k
1z
l
2 =
X
k; l 0
ajkl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 (j = 1; 2):
Comparing coecients in both sides, we obtain
k+l 1ajkl('(x)) = a
j
kl(x) (j = 1; 2): (5:3)
Proposition 5.8 Let ' be a C0-dieomorphism of the half line [0;1) which
satises '(x)   x > 0 for every x > 0, a a continuous C-valued function on
the half line, and  be a complex number with jj > 1.
1) If a('(x)) = a(x) for all x 2 [0;1), a(x) = a(0) is constant.
2) If a('(x)) = a(x) for all x 2 [0;1), a is identically equal to 0.
Proof. 1) For any x  0, a(x) = lim
n!1
a(' n(x)) = a(0).
2) For any x  0, ja(x)j = lim
n!1
1
jjn ja('
 n(x))j = 0. 
By (5.2), (5.3) and Proposition 5.8, we have
a110 = 1 and a
1
kl = 0 for (k; l) 6= (1; 0);
a201 = 1 and a
2
kl = 0 for (k; l) 6= (0; 1):
Therefore, g belongs to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) i it takes the following form.
g(z1; z2; x) = (z1 + a
1
00(x); z2 + a
2
00(x); (x))
where a100, a
2
00 2 Z'; (for the denition see Section 3) and  2 Z' (for the
denition see Condition (T)).
Case 2.  = 0 and  = p for some integer p  2.
In this case, Condition (L) is written as
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(L1) 1(
pz1; z2; '(x)) = 
p1(z1; z2; x); (L2) 2(
pz1; z2; '(x)) = 2(z1; z2; x):
In the same way as in Case 1, the above equations are reduced toX
k; l 0
pk+la1kl('(x))z
k
1z
l
2 =
X
k; l 0
pa1kl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 ;
X
k; l 0
pk+la2kl('(x))z
k
1z
l
2 =
X
k; l 0
a2kl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 :
By comparing coecients, we have
p(k 1)+la1kl('(x)) = a
1
kl(x); (5:4)
pk+l 1a2kl('(x)) = a
2
kl(x): (5:5)
By (5.2), (5.4), (5.5) and Proposition 5.8, we have
a110 = 1 and a
1
kl = 0 for (k; l) 6= (1; 0); (0; j) (0  j  p  1);
a201 = 1 and a
2
kl = 0 for (k; l) 6= (0; 1):
Therefore, g belongs to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) i it takes the following form.
g(z1; z2; x) =
 
z1 +
p 1X
j=0
a10j(x)z
j
2; z2 + a
2
00(x); (x)
!
where a10j 2 Z';p j (j = 0; 1;    ; p  1), a200 2 Z'; and  2 Z'.
Case 3.  = 0 and  6= m for any m 2 N.
In this case, Condition (L) is written as
(L1) 1(z1; z2; '(x)) = 1(z1; z2; x); (L2) 2(z1; z2; '(x)) = 2(z1; z2; x):
In the same way as in Case 1, the above equations are reduced toX
k; l 0
kla1kl('(x))z
k
1z
l
2 =
X
k; l 0
a1kl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 ;
X
k; l 0
kla2kl('(x))z
k
1z
l
2 =
X
k; l 0
a2kl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 :
By comparing coecients, we have
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k 1la1kl('(x)) = a
1
kl(x); (5:6)
kl 1a2kl('(x)) = a
2
kl(x): (5:7)
By (5.2), (5.6), (5.7) and Proposition 5.8, we have
a110 = 1 and a
1
kl = 0 for k + l  1; k 6= 0;
a201 = 1 and a
2
kl = 0 for k + l  1; l 6= 0:
Let us consider the functional equations (L1) and (L2) concerning a10l and
a2k0. Since  and  satisfy the inequality jj  jj > 1, they satisfy jkj  jj
for k  1. Then, the equation (L2) on a2k0 is written as follows.
k

a2k0('(x)) = a
2
k0(x) (k  1)
If jj > jj, then a2k0 is identically equal to 0 by Proposition 5.8 2) be-
cause jk=j is greater than 1 for k  1. If jj = jj and k = 1, the
equation ja210('(x))j = ja210(x)j holds for x  0. Then, we have ja210(x)j =
lim
n!1
ja210(' n(x))j = ja210(0)j = 0. If jj = jj and k  2, then a2k0 is also
equal to 0 in the same way as in the case jj > jj.
Next, we x the positive integer p = [log jj= log jj], where [  ] is the
greatest integer function. Then,  and  satisfy jj  jlj for 0  l  p and
jj < jlj for l  p+ 1. The equation (L1) on a10l is written as follows.
l

a10l('(x)) = a
1
0l(x)
If l  p + 1, then a10l is identically equal to 0 by Proposition 5.8 2) because
jl=j is greater than 1. If jj = jpj, the equation ja10p('(x))j = ja10p(x)j
holds for x  0, then we have ja10p(x)j = lim
n!1
ja10p(' n(x))j = ja10p(0)j = 0.
Therefore, g belongs to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) i it takes the following form.
g(z1; z2; x) =
 
z1 +
pX
j=0
a10j(x)z
j
2; z2 + a
2
00(x); (x)
!
where a10j 2 Z'; j (j = 0; 1;    ; p), a200 2 Z'; and  2 Z'.
Consequently, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5.9 ([Ho1]) 1) If  = 0 and  = , then Aut(R;H) is isomorphic
to a semi-direct product
(Z'; Z';)o Z'
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where  2 Z' acts on (1; 2) 2 Z';Z'; by (1(x); 2(x)) 7! (1((x)); 2((x))).
2) If  = 0 and  6= , then the kernel K of the surjective homomorphism
Aut (R;H)! Z' has the following structure:
i) If  = p for some integer p  2, K admits an extension
0 ! Z';p Z';p 1      Z'; ! K ! Z'; ! 0:
ii) If  6= m for any integer m  1, K admits an extension
0 ! Z'; Z'; 1      Z'; p ! K ! Z'; ! 0
where p =
h
log jj
log jj
i
2 N ( [  ] is the greatest integer function).
Proof. K is regarded as the space of solutions to Condition (L). If  = 0 and
 = , K is the set of functions (a100; a200) in Case 1, and if  = 0 and  6= , it
is the set of functions (a100;    ; a10q; a200) (q = p 1 or p) in Cases 2 and 3. By
assigning 2 to an element (1;0;    ; 1;q; 2) 2 K, we obtain the projection
P2 : K ! Z';. Then, the kernel of P2 is Z';p Z';p 1     Z'; in Case
2, and Z';  Z'; 1      Z'; p in Case 3. For further details on the
group law of K, refer to Remark 5.10. 
Remark 5.10 For any elements g1 and g2 2 Aut ~R that are described as
gi(z1; z2; x) =
 
z1 +
p 1X
j=0

(i)
1;j(x)z
j
2; z2 + 
(i)
2 (x); x
!
(i = 1; 2)
where 
(i)
1;0;    ; (i)1;p 1; (i)2 2 C1([0;1);C),
g1  g2(z1; z2; x) = 
z1 +
p 1X
j=0
(
p 1 jX
k=0

j + k
j


(1)
1;j+k(x)  (2)2 (x)k + (2)1;j (x)
)
zj2; z2 + f(1)2 (x) + (2)2 (x)g; x
!
:
In particular, if p = 1,
g1  g2(z1; z2; x) = (z1 + f(1)1;0(x) + (2)1;0(x)g; z2 + f(1)2 (x) + (2)2 g; x);
and if 
(1)
2 = 
(2)
2 = 0,
g1  g2(z1; z2; x) =
 
z1 +
p 1X
j=0
f(1)1;j (x) + (2)1;j (x)gzj2; z2; x
!
:
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Nondiagonal case ( 6= 0)
Assume  6= 0. This case is divided into two cases.
Case 4.  6= 0 and  = .
Let S be the dieomorphism of ~R given by S(z1; z2; x) = (z1; z2; x).
Then, for any (z1; z2; x) 2 ~R,
S  T  S 1(z1; z2; x) = (z1 + z2; z2; '(x)):
Therefore, the leafwise complex Reeb component R = ~R=T Z is leafwise
holomorphic foliated dieomorphic to the leafwise complex Reeb component
R0 = ~R=(S  T  S 1)Z, so we may assume that  is equal to 1.
If  = 1 and  = , Condition (L) is written as
(L1) 1(z1 + z2; z2; '(x)) = 1(z1; z2; x) + 2(z1; z2; x);
(L2) 2(z1 + z2; z2; '(x)) = 2(z1; z2; x):
First, we determine the function 2 which satises (L2). By using the series
expansion (5.1) of 2, we rewrite (L2) asX
k; l 0
a2kl('(x))(z1 + z2)
k(z2)
l =
X
k; l 0
a2kl(x)z
k
1z
l
2:
Now, we compare coecients of zk1z
l
2's terms on both sides.
On z01z
0
2 's term (k = l = 0), the equation is
a200('(x)) = a
2
00(x); i.e. a
2
00 2 Z';:
On z11z
0
2 's term (k = 1, l = 0), the equation is
a210('(x)) = a
2
10(x):
Then, by (5.2) and Proposition 5.8 1), a210(x) = a
2
10(0) = 0. On z
0
1z
1
2 's term
(k = 0, l = 1), the equation is
a210(x) + a
2
01('(x)) = a
2
01(x):
Since a210 is equal to 0, this equation becomes
a201('(x)) = a
2
01(x):
By (5.2) and Proposition 5.8 1), a201(x) = a
2
01(0) = 1. If k + l  2, the
functional equation of zk1z
l
2's term is
lX
j=0

k + l   j
k

k+ja2k+l j; j('(x)) = a
2
kl(x):
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In particular, if k  2 and l = 0, this equation is
ka2k0('(x)) = a
2
k0(x):
Then, by Proposition 5.8 2), a2k0(x) = 0. Now, we use an induction. If
a2k+l; 0;    ; a2k+2; l 2 and a2k+1; l 1 are identically equal to 0, then the equation
of zk1z
l
2's term is
k+la2kl('(x)) = a
2
kl(x):
By Proposition 5.8 2), a2kl(x) = 0. Thus, by induction on l, a
2
kl is identically
equal to 0 for all k + l  2. Therefore, the function 2 satisfying (L2) takes
the form
2(z1; z2; x) = z2 + a
2
00(x); a
2
00 2 Z';:
Next, we determine the function 1 which satises (L1). By using the
series expansion (5.1) of 1, we rewrite (L1) asX
k; l 0
a1kl('(x))(z1 + z2)
k(z2)
l =
X
k; l 0
a1kl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 + (z2 + a
2
00(x)):
On z01z
0
2 's term (k = l = 0), the equation is
a100('(x)) = a
1
00(x) + a
2
00(x):
On z11z
0
2 's term (k = 1, l = 0), the equation is
a110('(x)) = a
1
10(x):
By (5.2) and Proposition 5.8 1), a110(x) = a
1
10(0) = 1. On z
0
1z
1
2 's term (k = 0,
l = 1), the equation is
a110('(x)) + a
1
01('(x)) = a
1
01(x) + 1:
Since a110 is identically equal to 1, this equation becomes
a101('(x)) = a
1
01(x):
By (5.2) and Proposition 5.8 1), a101(x) = a
1
01(0) = 0. If k + l  2, the
equation of zk1z
l
2's term is
lX
j=0

k + l   j
k

k+ja1k+l j; j('(x)) = a
1
kl(x);
which is the same as the equation of a2kl for k+ l  2, so that a1kl is identically
equal to 0 for all k+ l  2. Therefore, g belongs to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) i it takes
the following form.
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g(z1; z2; x) =
 
z1 + a
1
00(x); z2 + a
2
00(x); (x)

;
where a100, a
2
00 2 C1([0;1);C) satisfy the functional equations
a100('(x)) = a
1
00(x) + a
2
00(x); a
2
00('(x)) = a
2
00(x)
i.e. (a100; a
2
00) 2 S'; (see Section 3) and  2 Z'.
Case 5.  6= 0 and  = p for some integer p  2.
Let S be the dieomorphism of ~R given by S(z1; z2; x) = (z1; 
1
p z2; x).
Then, for any (z1; z2; x) 2 ~R,
S  T  S 1(z1; z2; x) = (pz1 + zp2 ; z2; '(x)):
Therefore, the leafwise complex Reeb component R = ~R=T Z is leafwise
holomorphic foliated dieomorphic to the leafwise complex Reeb component
R0 = ~R=(S  T  S 1)Z, so we may assume that  is equal to 1.
If  = 1 and  = p, Condition (L) is written as
(L1) 1(
pz1 + z
p
2 ; z2; '(x)) = 
p1(z1; z2; x) + 2(z1; z2; x)
p;
(L2) 2(
pz1 + z
p
2 ; z2; '(x)) = 2(z1; z2; x):
First, we determine the function 2 which satises (L2). By using the series
expansion (5.1) of 2, we rewrite (L2) asX
k; l 0
a2kl('(x))(
pz1 + z
p
2)
k(z2)
l =
X
k; l 0
a2kl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 :
Now, we compare coecients zk1z
l
2's terms on both sides.
Let p and r be the integers such that l = pq + r, q  0, 0  r  q   1. If
k  1 and l  0, then the functional equation of zk1zl2's term is
qX
j=0

k + j
j

pkp(q j)+ra2k+j; p(q j)+r('(x)) = a
2
k; pq+r(x):
In particular, if k  1 and q = 0 (l = r), then the above equation is
pkra2kr('(x)) = a
2
kr(x):
Then, by Proposition 5.8 2), a2kr(x) = 0 for k  1 and 0  r  p  1. Now,
we use an induction. For k  1 and q  1, if a2k+q; r; a2k+q 1; p+r;    and
a2k+1; p(q 1)+r are identically equal to 0, then the equation of z
k
1z
pq+r
2 's term is
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pkpq+ra2k; pq+r('(x)) = a
2
k; pq+r(x):
By Proposition 5.8 2), a2k; pq+r(x) = 0. Thus, by induction on q, a
2
kl is iden-
tically equal to 0 for k  1 and l  0. If k = 0 and l  0, then the equation
of z01z
l
2's term is
qX
j=0
p(q j)+ra2j; p(q j)+r('(x)) = a
2
0; pq+r(x):
If q = r = 0, then the above equation is
a200('(x)) = a
2
00(x); i.e. a
2
00 2 Z';:
If q = 0 and r 6= 0, then the equation of z01zr2's term is
ra20r('(x)) = a
2
0r(x):
If r = 1, then a201(x) = a
2
01(0) = 1 by (5.2) and Proposition 5.8 1), and
if 2  r  p   1, then a20r(x) = 0 by Proposition 5.8 2). If q  1,
a21; p(q 1)+r;    ; a2q 1; p+r and a2qr are identically equal to 0, and so the equa-
tion of z01z
pq+r
2 's term is
pq+ra20; pq+r('(x)) = a
2
0; pq+r(x):
By Proposition 5.8 2), a20; pq+r(x) = 0. Thus, a
2
0l is identically equal to 0 for
l  0. Therefore, the function 2 satisfying (L2) takes the form
2(z1; z2; x) = z2 + a
2
00(x); a
2
00 2 Z';:
Next, we determine the function 1 satisfying (L1). By using the series
expansion (5.1) of 1, we rewrite (L1) asX
k; l 0
a1kl('(x))(
pz1 + z
p
2)
k(z2)
l =
X
k; l 0
pa1kl(x)z
k
1z
l
2 + (z2 + a
2
00(x))
p:
If k  1 and l  0, then the functional equation of zk1zl2' term is
qX
j=0

k + j
j

pkp(q j)+ra1k+j; p(q j)+r('(x)) = 
pa1k; pq+r(x):
In particular, if k  1 and q = 0 (l = r), then the above equation is
pkra1kr('(x)) = 
pa1kr(x):
Thus, if (k; r) = (1; 0), a110(x) = a
1
10(0) = 1 by (5.2) and Proposition 5.8 1),
and if (k; r) 6= (1; 0), a1kr(x) = 0 by Proposition 5.8 2). Now, we use an
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induction. For k  1 and q  1, if a1k+q; r;    ; ak+2; p(q 2)+r and a1k+1; p(q 1)+r
are identically equal to 0, then the equation of zk1z
pq+r
2 's term is
pkpq+ra1k; pq+r('(x)) = 
pa1k; pq+r(x):
By Proposition 5.8 2), a1k; pq+r(x) = 0. Thus, by induction on q, a
1
kl is iden-
tically equal to 0 for k  1, l  0 and k+ l  2. If k = 0 and l  0, then the
functional equation of z01z
l
2's term is the following.
la10l('(x)) = 
pa10l(x) +

p
l

a200(x)
p l (if 0  l  p  1)
a110('(x)) + 
pa10p('(x)) = 
pa10p(x) + 1 (if l = p)
qX
j=0
p(q j)+ra1j; p(q j)+r('(x)) = 
pa20; pq+r(x) (if l  p+ 1)
If 0  l  p  1, by dividing both sides by l, the equation is reduced to
a10l('(x)) = 
p la100(x) + cla
2
00(x)
p l; cl =

p
l

 l:
If l = p, the equation is reduced to
a10p('(x)) = a
1
0p(x);
because a110 is identically equal to 1. By (5.2) and Proposition 5.8 1),
a10p(x) = a
1
0p(0) = 0. If l  p+1, q is not equal to 0. Then, a11; p(q 1)+r;    ; a1q 1; p+r
and a1qr are identically equal to 0, and so the equation is reduced to
pq+ra10; pq+r('(x)) = 
pa10; pq+r(x):
By Proposition 5.8 2), a10; pq+r(x) = 0 for l = pq + r  p + 1. Therefore, g
belongs to Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) i it takes the following form.
g(z1; z2; x) =
 
z1 +
p 1X
j=0
a10j(x)z
j
2; z2 + a
2
00(x); (x)
!
;
where  2 Z' and a10j (j = 0; 1;    ; p  1), a200 2 C1([0;1);C) satisfy the
functional equations
a10j('(x)) = 
p ja10j(x) + cja
2
00(x)
p j; a200('(x)) = a
2
00(x);
where cj =

p
j

 j .
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Let us consider the following system of functional equations on 1;0;    ; 1;p 1
and 2 2 C1([0;1);C) concerning ' and .
Equation (III) :
1;0('(x)) = 
p1;0(x) + c0f2(x)gp,
1;1('(x)) = 
p 11;1(x) + c1f2(x)gp 1,
...
1; p 1('(x)) = 1; p 1(x) + cp 1 2(x),
2('(x)) = 2(x)
where c0;    ; cp 1 2 C are non-zero constants. Let us take the space S';(c)
of solutions to Equation (III) on (0;1), where c = (c0;    ; cp 1) 2 Cp.
If we assign 2 to a solution (1;0;    ; 1;p 1; 2) 2 S';(c), we obtain
the projection P2 : S';(c) ! Z';. Here the kernel of P2 is nothing but
Z';p     Z';. If we x any solution  2 Z'; which never vanishes, we
also see that the projection P2 is surjective because for any 2 2 Z';
1;j(x) =
cj
p j log p j
2(x)
p j logf(x)p jg (j = 0; 1;    ; p  1)
gives a solution (1;0;    ; 1;p 1; 2) 2 S';(c), where for logf(x)p jg any
smooth branch can be taken. Therefore, as a vector space, S';(c) has a
structure such that
0 ! Z';p      Z'; ! S';(c) ! Z'; ! 0
is a short exact sequence.
Any solution (1;0;    ; 1;p 1; 2) 2 S';(c) extends to [0;1) so as to
be smooth functions which are at at x = 0 because (1;j; cj
p j
2 ) 2 S';p j
for j = 0; 1    ; p  1 (see Theorem 3.1).
Consequently, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5.11 ([Ho1]) 1) If  = 1 and  = , then Aut (R;H) is isomorphic
to a semi-direct product
S'; o Z'
where  2 Z' acts on (1; 2) 2 S'; by (1(x); 2(x)) 7! (1((x)); 2((x))).
2) If  = 1 and  = p for some integer p  2, then the kernel K of the sur-
jective homomorphism Aut (R;H)! Z' is isomorphic to the innite dimen-
sional vector space S';(c), where c = (c0;    ; cp 1) 2 Cp, cj =

p
j

 j
(j = 0;    ; p  1).
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Remark 5.12 In this chapter, we assumed that the holonomy ' is innitely
tangent to the identity at the origin. By Proposition 3.9, if ' satises the
condition (i) in Section 3.2, K = Ker [P : Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) ! Z'] is a nite
dimensional Lie group, and by Theorem 3.8, if ' satises the condition (ii)
in Section 3.2, Theorem 5.9 and 5.11 hold.
5.5 Higher dimensional Reeb components
To close this chapter, we make some remarks on the automorphisms of higher
dimensional Reeb components with leafwise complex structure.
Let ~R be Cn[0;1)nf(O; 0)g and ' 2 Di1([0;1)) be a dieomorphism
which is tangent to the identity to the innite order at 0 and satises '(x) 
x > 0 for x > 0. Also take an automorphism G 2 Aut (Cn; fOg) which
is expanding. Let T be a dieomorphism given by T = G  '. Then we
obtain a leafwise complex Reeb component (R;F ; J) = ( ~R; ~F ; Jstd)=T Z as
the quotient, as well as the boundary Hopf manifold H = Cn n fOg=GZ.
Let Aut R be the group of leafwise holomorphic smooth automorphisms
of R and Aut H be the group of holomorphic automorphisms of the boundary
Hopf manifold H. Then, by the similar argument, we can obtain the claims
as Proposition 5.2, 5.3 and 5.7.
Proposition 5.13 For n  1, Aut R and Aut (R;H) are isomorphic to
Aut ( ~R;T )=T Z and Aut ( ~R; ~H;T ) respectively.
Proposition 5.14 For n  2, the restriction map rH : Aut R ! Aut H is
surjective.
If G is in some normal forms like in Theorem 5.1, then we can most prob-
ably compute the group Aut H and the kernel Aut (R;H) of the restriction
map rH for n > 2. However, in order to determine these groups in all cases,
we need to classify Hopf manifolds and to give normal forms like in Theorem
5.1.
Example 5.15 Let us look at the simplest case, where G is a diagonal
matrix In 2 GL(n;C) with jj > 1. Then the automorphism group Aut R
admits the following sequence of extensions.
1 ! Aut (R;H) ! Aut R ! Aut H = GL(n;C)=fIngZ ! 1;
0 ! (Z';)n ! Aut (R;H) = (Z';)n o Z' ! Z' ! 1
where  2 Z' acts on (1;    ; n) 2 (Z';)n by (1(x);    ; n(x)) 7!
(1((x));    ; n((x))).
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Chapter 6
Reeb components as Levi-at
real hypersurfaces
Leafwise complex Reeb components with linear holonomy appear as the Levi
foliations of Levi-at real hypersurfaces in Hopf manifolds. In this chapter
we consider the automorphisms of Hopf manifolds preserving Levi-at hy-
persurfaces in the case of complex dimension 2 and 3.
Denition 6.1 Let (Y; JY ) be a n-dimensional complex manifold and M
a real hypersurface in Y . M is Levi-at if the codimension one distribution
 = TM \ JY (TM) is integrable.
By the Frobenius theorem, this denition is equivalent to thatM is smoothly
foliated by immersed complex manifolds of dimension n  1.
6.1 Nemirovskii's construction
Nemirovskii [Ne] construct the Levi-at hypersurfaces in elliptic surfaces. In
this section, we review the Nemirovskii construction.
Let  : L !  be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact Riemann
surface and s : ! L a meromorphic section. We suppose that s have simple
zeros at points N1;    ; Nk 2  and simple poles at points P1;    ; Pm 2 
(k +m > 0). The set Rs is dened by
Rs := fc  s(z) ; z 2  n fN1;    ; Nk; P1;    ; Pmg; c 2 Rg:
Then the closure ~M = Rs is a smooth Levi-at hypersurface in L = L n
fzero sectiong. In particular, ~M contains the bers of L over the points
N1;    ; Nk; P1;    ; Pm and it meets all other bers along real lines.
Let us consider the equivalence relation Z  Z on L where  is a real
number such that  > 1. The quotient space Y = L=  is an elliptic
surface, i.e., a locally trivial bration with base  and ber E = C=Z.
Since ~M is closed under the equivalence above, M = ~M=  is a smooth
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Levi-at hypersurface in Y , and it splits compact complex surface Y into two
domains Y. Each of these domains is bered over the punctured Riemann
surface 0 =  n fN1;    ; Nk; P1;    ; Pmg with the annulus ber A. Since
s0 = sj0 : 0 ! L is a non-zero holomorphic section, the restriction L0 =
 1(0)! 0 is trivial, especially, the brations Y are also trivial.
Proposition 6.2 (Nemirovskii, [Ne]) The Levi-at hypersurface M splits
the compact complex surface Y into two Stein domains Y biholomorphically
equivalent to the direct product 0  A of the punctured Riemann surface
and annulus.
Example 6.3 If  = CP 1 and s is a section of the tautological line bundle
 : L ! CP 1 with unique pole, then M is the Levi-at hypersurface in the
Hopf surface Y = (C2 n fOg)=Z and splits Y into two Stein domains Y.
(For the details on the structure of M , see the next section).
6.2 Levi-at hypersurfaces in primary Hopf
surfaces
As the analogy of Nemirovskii's construction, we can construct the Levi-at
hypersurfaces in primary Hopf surfaces.
Let ~H be the domain C2 n fOg and G 2 Aut ~H (= Aut (C2; fOg)) a
complex analytic automorphism of ~H which is of the form G(z; w) = (z +
wp; w) where p is a positive integer, ,  are complex numbers and  is
a real number satisfying jj   > 1 and (   p) = 0. Then G preserves
a real hypersurface ~M = f(z; w) 2 ~H ; Imw = 0g = C  R n f(0; 0)g.
Namely, the restriction T = Gj ~M of G to ~M is an orientation preserving
dieomorphism of ~M . The quotient space H = ~H=GZ is a primary Hopf
surface and M = ~M=T Z is its Levi-at real hypersurface. In particular, if
 = 0 and  = , (H;M) is nothing but (Y;M) in Example 6.3. The foliation
arising on M is the Reeb foliation on S2  S1.
Let Aut (H;M) be the group of holomorphic automorphisms of H whose
restrictions toM are dieomorphisms ofM . Aut H is naturally isomorphic to
Aut ( ~H;G)=GZ and Aut (H;M) is evidently a subgroup of Aut H. Therefore
Aut (H;M) is isomorphic to Aut ( ~H; ~M ;G)=GZ, where Aut ( ~H; ~M ;G) is the
centralizer of G in Aut ( ~H; ~M) = f~h 2 Aut ~H ; ~h( ~M) = ~Mg. According to
Theorem 5.4, an element F 2 Aut ( ~H;G) belongs to Aut ( ~H; ~M ;G) if and
only if it is described in the following form.
1) If  = 0 and  = p for some p 2 N,
F (z; w) = (az + bwp; dw); a 2 C; b 2 C; d 2 R:
2) If  = 0 and  6= p for any p 2 N,
F (z; w) = (az; dw); a 2 C; d 2 R:
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3) If  6= 0 and  = p for some p 2 N,
F (z; w) = (apz + bwp; aw); a 2 R; b 2 C:
Theorem 6.4 The group Aut (H;M) is isomorphic to the following.
1) If  = 0 and  = p for some p 2 N, Aut (H;M) = Cof(CR)=GZg.
2) If  = 0 and  6= p for any p 2 N, Aut (H;M) = (C  R)=GZ.
3) If  6= 0 and  = p for some p 2 N, Aut (H;M) = (Co R)=GZ.
The Levi foliation on M consists of two 3-dimensional Reeb components
R = ~R=T Z which have non-trivial linear holonomy along the common
boundary torus leaf C=Z, where ~R = f Imw  0g. For any element
of Aut (H;M), its restriction to one of the Reeb components is a leafwise
holomorphic automorphism. By Corollary 4.10 and Theorem 6.4, we obtain
the following corollary.
Corollary 6.5 If  = 0, the restriction map r+ : Aut (H;M)! Aut (R+;F ; J)
is surjective.
Remark 6.6 Let G 2 Aut ~H be a complex analytic automorphism of ~H
which is of the form G(z; w) = (z; w) where  is a complex number and 
is a real number satisfying  > jj > 1. Then G preserves a real hypersurface
~M = fImw = 0g. Let G0 2 Aut ~H be a complex analytic automorphism of ~H
dened by G0(z; w) = ~f G  ~f 1(z; w) = (z; w) where ~f 2 Aut (C2; fOg)
is of the form ~f(z; w) = (w; z). Then the primary Hopf surfaces H = ~H=GZ
and H 0 = ~H=G0Z are biholomorphic. By the correspondence
Aut ( ~H;G) 3 F 7 ! ~f  F  ~f 1 2 Aut ( ~H;G0);
Aut ( ~H;G) is isomorphic to Aut ( ~H;G0). Therefore, Aut H is isomorphic to
Aut H 0. According to Theorem 5.4 and the above correspondence, an element
F 2 Aut ~H belongs to Aut ( ~H;G) if and only if it is described in the following
form.
1) If q =  for some integer q  2,
F (z; w) = (az; dw + bzq); a; b; d 2 C; ad 6= 0:
2) If n 6=  for any n 2 N,
F (z; w) = (az; dw); a; d 2 C; ad 6= 0:
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Furthermore, an element F 2 Aut ( ~H;G) belongs to Aut ( ~H; ~M ;G) if and
only if it is described as follows.
F (z; w) = (az; dw); a 2 C; d 2 R:
Consequently, the group Aut (H;M) is isomorphic to (C  R)=GZ and
Corollary 6.5 holds in the case of  = 0 and  > jj > 1.
6.3 Levi-at hypersurfaces in 3-dimensional
Hopf manifolds
In the same way as the previous section, higher dimensional Reeb compo-
nents with linear holonomy can be realized as Levi-at hypersurfaces in Hopf
manifolds. To closed this chapter, we construct the Levi-at hypersurfaces
in certain 3-dimensional Hopf manifolds.
Let W be the domain C3 n fOg and G^ 2 AutW (= Aut (C3; fOg)) a
complex analytic automorphism of W given by
G^(z1; z2; z3) = (G )(z1; z2; z3) = (z1 + zp2 ; z2; z3)
where p is a positive integer, , ,  are complex numbers as in Theorem 5.1
and  is a real number satisfying  > 1. Then G^ preserves a real hypersurface
~M = f(z1; z2; z3) 2 W ; Im z3 = 0g = C2  R n f(O; 0)g. The quotient space
Y =W=G^Z is a 3-dimensional Hopf manifold and M = ~M=T Z is its Levi-at
hypersurface, where T is the restriction of G^ to ~M . Furthermore, a primary
Hopf surface H = fz3 = 0g=GZ is embedded in Y . The Levi foliation on
M consists of two 5-dimensional Reeb components R = ~R=T Z which have
non-trivial linear holonomy along the common boundary H, where ~R =
f Im z3  0g (compare with Construction 2.3).
Let Aut (Y;M) be the group of holomorphic automorphisms of Y whose
restrictions to M are dieomorphisms of M . Then, by the similar argument,
we can obtain the claim as Corollary 6.5.
Theorem 6.7 ([Ho2]) If jj  jj   > 1, the restriction map r+ :
Aut (Y;M)! Aut (R+;F ; J) is surjective.
Remark 6.8 It is easy to see that Theorem 6.7 holds in the case of  = 0
and   jj  jj > 1 or jj   > jj > 1 (refer to Remark 6.6). If  6= 0
and   jj  jj > 1 or jj    jj > 1, it is necessary to verify whether
r+ is surjective.
Problem 6.9 According to our observations, the group of leafwise holomor-
phic automorphisms of the real 3 or 5-dimensional leafwise complex Reeb
component obtained by the Hopf construction is nite dimensional in the
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case where the boundary holonomy is linear and innite dimensional in the
case where the boundary holonomy is (in)nitely tangent to the identity.
On the other hand, for the realizability of certain leafwise complex fo-
liated manifolds as Levi-at hypersurfaces, several important results have
been known. By Nemirovskii's construction, we can construct a Levi-at hy-
persurface M which is dieomorphic to S2n 2  S1 in a n-dimensional Hopf
manifold. The Levi foliation on M consists of two Reeb components with
non-trivial linear holonomy along the common boundary which is a (n  1)-
dimensional Hopf manifold. Barrett [Ba] showed that there does not exist a
smooth Levi-at manifold whose Levi foliation is homeomorphic to the Reeb
foliation on S3 in a complex surface. Barrett and Inaba [BI] observed the
topology of compact smooth Levi-at hypersurfaces in complex surfaces. In
particular, they showed that the holonomy of a compact smooth Levi-at
hypersurface along a torus leaf cannot be trivial to innite order. Moreover,
by adapting Barrett's method, Della Sala [De] showed that certain classes of
Levi-at manifolds are non-embeddable as smooth hypersurfaces in complex
manifolds. According to Della Sala's result, there is no smooth embedding
of a Reeb component whose boundary holonomy is innitely tangent to the
identity as a Levi-at hypersurface in a complex manifold. The problem is
the Levi-at realizability of Reeb components with holonomy tangent to the
identity to the nite order at the boundaries. It is questionable whether we
can construct Reeb components with nitely tangent holonomy in certain
complex manifolds like Nemirovskii's construction.
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